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Color LEDs for remote control - RGB - warm
white - IP63

Price 43.96 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 3 days

Number 930

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
In an increasing number of modern homes, the natural choice is to reach for lighting controlled by a remote control. It
definitely increases the comfort of using lighting systems. For the most demanding customers, we offer remote control color
LEDs that allow you to illuminate furniture, mirrors, paintings, stairs or create unique patterns on the ceilings. The high
versatility of the LED strips makes them worthy of interest in products that are worth reaching for in your situation. They can
be great.

RGBW LED strips 12V 5050 - Construction of the LED strip is based on a three-chip SMD LEDs. On this tape you will find LED
besides the traditional RGB LEDs SMD LEDs 5050 in color hot or cold (depending on the model of LED strip). Through the use
of alternating RGB LEDs and LED (MONO), we can get besides a full range of colorful hues as white in color with warm or cold.
To suitably adjust the RGBW LED strips also require appropriate controller. RGBW LED strip is mainly used for decorative
purposes.
RGBW LED strip can be used in the system FIBARO to cooperate with the controller RGBW.

We propose here a led strip LED SMD 5050 Purely technically are LEDs with the following parameters: dimensions of 5.0 × 5.0
mm, the power consumed ~ 0,2W / pcs., Generated beam of light <23 lm / pc.

The leakage LED strip at IP63, this means that the light source is completely protected against even the smallest solid, is the
total resistance to micro-mechanical. When it comes to protection against moisture, low levels it does not hurt to light. But it
is not possible to dipping, or exposure to even sporadic rainfall.

The color, which has a streak of light in warm white, is closer to the color yellow. Warm hue is pleasing to the eye, you better
build a cozy atmosphere in the interior. Most often it used inside buildings, at home, for private use. However, the impression
of weaker than in the white cold and neutral.

Our clients appreciate the strips LED primarily due to the low power consumption, which means that the light source has a
high efficiency. The ability to cut every 10 cm. Safe voltage of 12V and a wide angle light scattering.
According to practical information, you might want to use the tape LED light decoration furniture and cabinetry, similar sites,
cabinets, and bars. They are also used for tuning cars interiors. However, it seems that the most popular are as lighting in
suspended ceilings. Invaluable to build a mood favoring relaxation.

TECHNICAL DATA SUBJECT 

Dimensions: 5000x12x2mm 
The possibility of shortening at 10cm 
Color: RGB + W 
Power: 14.4 W / m 
Voltage: 12V DC (direct current) 
Common anode (+) 
Number of LEDs SMD 5050 RGB (multi-color): 150LED 
Number of LEDs SMD 5050 warm white / cool white (depending on model): 150LED 
Standards: IP20
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